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I. Introduction
Wtndmills have received much more attention since the war.
The increased interest is mainly due to two causes: first,,the
temporary coal shortage which intensified the search for new
sources of energy; and secondly, the impression that the les-
sons learned
provement in
dynamics has
No remarkable improvement in their efficiency has, however,
been attained and can hardly be expected. This, again, con-
firms an often observed fact, that technical devices which have
p+ssed through a long period of development, have frequently
in aeronautics would produce a considerable im-
windmills. In fact, the general progress in aero-
had a beneficial effect on windmill construction.
attained, simply through experience? such a high degree of per-
fection that modern scientific knowledge can make only relative-
ly slight additional improvements in them. The chief contribu-
tion of modern rese~ch in the field of windmills is a be-tter
understanding of.the phenomena and of the available means for
.,.,. . ..
the accomplishment of certain results, but also of the natural
limits to’the.irproductive capacity.
*f~DieWindmfihlenfm Lichte neuerer Forschung,llDie Naturwissen-
schaftenj Vol. M, Noe 46, November 18, 1927, pp. 905-914.
I.“. !
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The task of a windmill is to extract ener=gyfrom the wind
,a+d convert it into an available useful form.
.- Water turbines
have a similar task, but there is one very decided difference.
In wa~er-power plants there is generally but a very limited
amount of energy available, which is extracted by relatively
expensive power plants.. When the energy in the turbine is con-
verted into a useful form, it is very import~mt for it to be
done with the maximum efficiency, since every 10SS in the con-
version process means a correspoi~dingwaste of the costly energy.
The large capital investment and the interest on it also play
an important role. With windmills we have at hand such immense
quantities of enex’gyin the great ocean of air,-thatwe cannot
possibly use it all. It is therefore relatively unimportant as
to how much energy is lost in the process of transformation, the
cost beiilgthe only important thing. The most economical wind-
mill is the one which furnishes the kilowatt-hour at the lowest
figure. Since, in the production of energy with a
the principal paxt of.the cost is the interest and
of the original investment, the problem is chiefly
8
windmill,
amortization
to obtain the
maximuiioutput with the minimum itivestment,i.e~, to make the
ratio of the investment to the annua~ output as small as possi-
ble.
,..,
In the production of energy by windmills, thismain prob-
lem is rendered still more difficult by other problems, due
P~tlY to the c~axacter of the wind and partly to the particular
&,”*
p
—
j
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purpose to be served. The most serious difficulty is the irrgg’q-
~:
I
-. ,,
larity”“ofthe wind=,- Dm-i”nga large part of the time the wind -
*S too weak to turn the windmill and, even if the windmill runs
easily enough, ,itsoutput is so small that it is of no particu-
lar use. At other times the wind is so strong as to make it l
w ,?
difficult to protect the windmill from injury. It is hardly
possible to so construct a windmill that it can utilize both vefy
weak and very strong winds. Constructors are therefore generally
restricted to the most common wind velocities of 3-10 m (10-33
ft.) per second inland and somewhat higher on the coast. Special
regulating devices must be provided in order to let the wind
pass unobstructed when it is very strong, so that it will do no
damage. The irregularity of the wind also has the disadvantage
that the energy produced varies greatly at different times and
is generally not adapted to the task. In general, it cannot be
assumed that tilewind will have just the desired force at a giv-
en time. At other times, when the wind is just right, there
will be no suitable use for the energy. It is therefore neces-
sary, either to store the energy or to provide suitable uses
for it, which will be independent of the time when the energy
is available (for example, irrigation pumPs). The storing of
.,,,. theenergy (e.g., in the form of electricity in storage batter-
ies) considerably increases its cost.
Another difficulty is the low revolution speed of the wind-
mills. For reasons which tilllbe discussed farther on, the
I . .
k?-~:.——–—.–.—.–.,. ,...,,.–.,,,...,–-,.,.-.--,..–-.– .—. - ——- —
y–--–-”-”-”—-’--”--”——-–-”--
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peripheral velocity of the vane tips must be able to stand,
within cer.tai,n.,limi,t~,in...variableable.ratio to the wind velocity.
Since the diameter of a windmill is generally quite large, in
order to develop sufficient power, its revolution speed is usu-
ally very small in comparison with most other machines. Hence,
in order to
plying gear
the cost of
operate another machine with the windmill, a mUlti-
must generally be used, which likewise increases
the energy. The difficulty of operation increases
with the cliameterof the windmill, since the revolution speed
i
is ther~by diminished, while the power to be transmitted is in-
creased. It is therefore desirable to obtain as high a retiolu-
tion speed of the windmill as possible, i.e., to work with the
highest possible ratio of the peripheral velocity to the wind
velocity. Unfortunately, such high-speed windmills
serious disadvatagcs which limit their speed.
In what follows, we will consider two of these
have other
problems
more closely. The first one may be expressed in the question
“HOW can energy be obtained from the wind and what power can be
developed with a windmill of a given size at a given wind ve-
locity?lf We will also consider the
speed.
II. How the Energy
,.,, , , ,,, ,, ,..,.
We will first conside$ how the
it’skinetic energy. We can imagine
problems connected with the
is Obtained
air can be ‘made,togive up
some such arrangement as
r,J, I
,i
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shown in Figure 1. A flat plate of area F is placed facing
$Iiewind. The wind, blowing against this plate with a velocity
v, exerts on it a force W, which is proportional to the area
F$. the square of the velocity v and the air density p. For
air under normal conditions, P = 1/8 kg seca m-4. This rela-
tion i
F
‘sually expressed as follows:
(1)
TQe factor CIV is termed the coefficient of drag and depends
on the shape of the object. If the object is allowed to move in
the direction of this resisting force, it performs work which
can be utilized (for example) to raise a weight. Since, ‘however,
due to the motion of the object, the relative velocity of the
wind is diminished, the resistance or drag of the oh.jectitself
is also diminished. If the velocity of the object is v!, the
relative velocity of the air is v - V1 and
w= Cw $j F(v - Vt)’ (2)
The work done per second is
L =W@=cw~F(v-v$~vt (3)
“This workis the greatest for a given area F and wind velocity
v, when VI = ~ v,3 namely
—
(4)
II
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. In...thiprocess,ss,the wind itself does the work
6
(5)
per second, since the air moves with the velocity v and exerts
a force W in the direction of motion. For Vt = v/3, the
wind therefore does three times as much work as that obtained
by the above arrangement. Two-thirds of the power developed by
the wind is converted into vortices (and finally, into heat) and
only 1/3 is saved. Ifj as was explained at the beginning, this
low efficiency is not decisive as regards the suitability of.the
arrangement, it must nevert-nelessgive cause for apprehension.
It may be assumed that my arrangement which works with less loss,
even with the same”area, will furnish more power for the same
cost. /’
In the above-described arrangement, the force W exerted by
the air on the object involved a loss of energy, in that the
work W(v - VI) was converted into vertical energy. This leads
us to inquire as to whether work is conceivable without this loss
of energy. This is actu@ly the case. If a suitably shaped ob-
&. vcz---ject is chosen, the x P doesnot lie in the direction of
the relative air flow,but forms an acute angle with it (Fig. 2).
1,,.
“’”If’thisforce-is resolved-into a component W in the direction-
of the air flow and
only the component
mines the amount of
a component A perpendicular to it, then
w, the real resistance or “drag,” deter-
enezgy consumed in the production of vorti-
—
F‘1;}
*
.’ :
ces. ‘“ The energy lost per second (Llost) is %, in which c
.
is the wind velocity relative to the object. The other coypon-
ent, the IIlift,[lcauses no lossof energy, since it is perpen-
dicular to the direction of motion. This lifting force is there-
fore similar
air from its
obt~in great
to a centxipetal force, since it only deflects the
course without affecting its energy. In order to
.
efficiency with only a small loss of energy, ob-
jects must be used of such a shape that they will yield the
greatest possible lift and the smallest possible drag. Such
objects are called IIwingsllor ‘supporting wings.” The drag-lift
ratio, which indicates the quality of a wing is calle~ thq
~glide coefficient,!’because it indicates the minimum slope of
the flight path at which the wing can make a stable gliding
flight. We will express the coefficient of glide by c. It is
therefore
c .: (6)
.
Corresponding to the resistance of a simple object, we can
express the lift and drag of a wing as follows:
w= cw~Fc2
,.
(8) “’
.
in which Ca and Cw are proportionQity factors,.which are aff-
ected only by the shape and position”of the wing- The maxiti~
projected area of the wing is generally chosen as the reference
N.A.C~A_ Technical Memorandum No. 474
area F. For a rectangular wing with-span Z and chord t,
would therefore have F = Zt.
.. . . —.,,
.—... ..
8
we
We will now use suo,ha wing for obtaining enezgy from the
wind,. Let v represent the velocity of the wind. The wing $s
moving perpendicularly to the wind with the velocity u (Fig. 3). .
The air then flows relatively to the wing with
which, from the composition of,the components
.,..,
4) yields
c = V2 + u~
The direction of the relative velocity c
a velocity C$
v and u (Fig.
(9)
.
forms with the
wind direction v the angle ~ (Figs. 3-4), for which we have
the relation
tarl$ = + (lo)
Since the lift A, which the wing acquires in this motion,
,.
is perpendicul~ to the relative velocity c, it likewise forms
the angle ~ with the direction of motion u of the wing (Figs.
3 and 5). The effective power depends on the component
TI = A cOS~, of the lift A in the direction u. The motion is
opposed by the drag component T2 = W sin~. In the direction of
the velocity U, there is accordingly exerted the total force
T TZ-T2=ACOP~-W=
>
= A COS~ (1 - c tan~)
in which c = w/A, the,glide coefficient
fective poweris accordingly
(11)
.
of the wing.. The’ef-
. .
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LN =Tu= Au Cosp (1- c tar@)
t+ w.-. .—
The power components falling in the wind direction v
The energ~ supplied by the wind is
If we consider that v sin~ = u.Cosp, we then have
. .
9
. (12)
yield the
. (13)
(14)
(15)
If the wing drag and consequently the glide coefficient
were zero, the energy Ll{ thus obtained would
Lw furnished by the wind, i.e., we would have
sion without 10ss. In reality there is always
equal the energy
an energy conver-
some resistance
or drag and consequently some loss. The effective energy in the
(16)
is less than the energy furnished by.the wind. This ratio ql
can therefore be regarded as the efficiency of the wing. Since
the glide coefficient c is generally a small number (0.02 to
0.1 according to the fineness of the wing) the efficiency will
be poor only when the ratio u~v of the wing velocity to the
—N.A.C.A. Technical.Memorandum No. 474 10
wind velocity is very
P- former-c&e c $ (in
small with reference to unity. In the
the numerator)”and in the latter ca$e
e ~ (in the denominator) are of such an order of m~itude that
the efficiency suffers appreciably.
,.
The former case $~1 is
the more important one, because the ratio $ is limited upward
through consideration for the efficiency. We will come back to
this later.
We will now determine how large the wing area must be in
order to obtain a given power. According to equation (7) the
lift is
A=ca~Fc2
in which Ca denotes the lift coefficient, which is of the or-
der of magnitude of 1; p the air density; F the wing area
,,..,,
the velocity of the air with reference to the wing (Figs. 3
and 4). If we put this value in equation (12) and note that
Cos$ = ; and tan~ = ;, we thus obtain the effective energy
LN P~Fc2‘Ca-
‘Ca~FV3
v
‘i5 ( 1 ),,y,C, ,$ , ,
(#J/l i (ILL
(17)
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If we compare t,hisresult with equation (4) and consider
that the Cw in that equation and the ca in equation (1?) are
,’
; both of the order of 1, it is obvious that we now obtain a ;on-
~,1!j: siderably greater power with the saqe area F, the same wind
velocity v, and the same air density P. On the one hand, we
avoid‘he‘actor * in equation (4), beyond which we still
further increase the power by making’$ large. If, for example,
u
-= 3, the factor increas%g’ the power becomes
v
(:y/~= 32 x 1*O5 = 9.450
The last factor ~) brings an impairment which plays(l-cv,
no great role, however, so long as the,glide coefficient of the
wing is small and U is not excessive. In our example, with
v
u
-=3 andc=O.05,
v
it would be
e
( )(luc:= 1-0.05X 3)=0.85.
On the assumption that ca in equation (17) and Cw in
equation (4) are just alike, we would accordingl~ obtain a power
which is multiplied by the factor
F
x 9.45 x 0.85 and there-
fore about 54 times as great as with the former arrangement. For
a velocity ratio $ = 2, this factor would be about 27 and for
u
-= 1, it would be about 9.
v This great difference would justify
the unconditional choice of the second arrangement, namely, the
utilization of the wing lift instead of the drag, even though
the construction of the wing should be somewhat more expensive
II —
~~,------”--
,,, ,., ---- .. ..—--—— . . ...-—. .-
.
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than that of a simple resisting body.
k ------ -.. .- . . . . .—.— 111. The Windmill
)
I
,
1
We must now consider the question as to how the motion of
~
the vanes for the production of energy is practically accom-
plished. Thus far we have considered a wing or airfoil moving
in a straight line. This method of energy production corresponds
to the use of the wind by sailing vessels.* With stationary
power plants, like windmills, the vanes or blades must move in
closed circuits, tilesimplest way being to let them rotate in a
suitable manner about a shaft. There has been no lack of attempts
to use xesisting bodies for the transfer of energy. They have
all pzoved uneconomical, however, which is not strange inview
of the above explanation. We will here confine ourselves, there-
fore, to the customary way of using vanes.
The usual method is to fasten a number of vanes to a shaft
(Fig. 6), to place this shaft in the direction of the wind and
to let ~he vhole system, i.e., the IIwindmillllrevolve about the
axis of the shaft. If m is the angular velocity of the wind-
mill, any point on a vane at the distance r from the axis has
the velocity u = rm perpendicular to the wind. It might be
imagined, on the basis of the considerations in the preceding
>.,
“d%apter,that the forces act’$ngon the vanes and the effective
*The glide coefficient is here rather poor since, for the sake,
of stability the vanes carumt be placed high enough $or a good.
coefficient ~Induced Drag: See Bet., llEinf&hrungin die Theorie
der Tragflugel,tlDie Naturwissenschaften, 1918$ p.557)~
~-----------------------------------
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power could be calculated directly. That the vane velocity
m ..-._— ,..,-..=,.
\ varies from point to point, would only increase the difficulty
)
11 of the calculation, but would constitute no very great obstacle.
J
“That something has been overlooked, however, is obvious from the
I
fact that, according to the previous considerations, the power
is proportion&1 to the wing area., We would accordingly be able
to obtain any desired amount of energy with a windmill of quite
small diameter by simply widening the vanes or increasing their
numbeq which is contrary to all experience. Obviously, the vanes
disturb one another, so that their effect in the windmill dif-
fers from what it would be if they were exposed separately to
the wind. We must therefore first consider this mutual inter-
ference.
In the preceding chapter, we learned to know the forces
which the air exerts on ,awing. The wing exerts the same forces
on the air, only with the opposite sign. In particular, the
component S in the wind direction reduces the wind velocity,
while the thereto vertical component T only deflects the air
flow. When the vanes move one behind mother, each one works
in a zone where the air flow has already been more or less dis-
turbed by the preceding vanes.* An accurate analysis of these
h... .*Evenwith only one v~e, the motion of the air in the vicinity
of”the vane i5 disturbed by the vane itself. The effect of this
disturbance is already included in the experimentally found valu-
es of ca and Cw$ because this disturbance is present in the
determination of these values. It must be considered, however,
in using a differently shaped vane from the one used in the deter-
mination (Induced drag. See the last preceding footnote).
—
*14~.~.ce~o Tec~nj.calIit?mormd.11111~~o.474
disturbing influences would be very troublesome. For OUT pur-
pose, however, the task may be simplified by asking whether me
.......,,,. .
t!aaestimate the muttiiali~iterfe”renceof the vanes, &nder simple
,,
hit surely too favorable assumptions, so,as to obtain a Maximw
$&lue of the power to be obtained? The act~al power of the wind-
mill would then lie more or less below this mbimum value,,ac-
cording to the suitability of its design. The following consid-
er~tion will serve to $mswer this question.
The available enefgy in the wind is present in
kinetic energy+ If v is the velocity of the air,
the form of
then a por-
tion of the air Witilthe ilKLf3S m has the kinetic energy ~ V2.
If} as heretofore, P represents the air density, that is, the
P
mass of a unit volume, the enerGy ~ ~ v2. If we now extract
energy from the air hy fiesr.sof a windmill, the kinetic energy
behind the windmjil (hence also the velocity v) must be less
than in front of it. If we dssig-natethe velocity in front of
the windmill by *VI and behind the windmill by V2 (Fig. 7,a),
then V2 c vl. We know also that the vanes exert a force S bn
the air opposite to the dizection of motion of the wind, thus
causing this reduction in the velocity of the wind. The tran-
sition fxom the
suddenly, siilce
higher to the lower velocity does not occur
tileSIOWeT air ~equizes a larger-cross section
than the faster
spreading out.
air and the lines of flow require”time for
The process is such that even in front of the
windmill the air is somewhat retarded. Its velocity is thereby
. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . ........ . . .... ...,. . .,....,.
..-
\
\
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converted into pressure. Consequently, the air strikes the
windmill with diminished velocity but with increased pressure.
., 4‘. ,-
The energy extraction by the windmill first causes only a dimi-
nution of the pressure energy, so that the air which ,enteredthe
windmill,with increased pressure, leaves it with diminished
pressure. The velocity itself cannot change in the thickness of’
the windmill. Only behind the windmill the velocity diminution
again continues until the norma3 air pressure is restored (Fig.
7,b).
Since the vanes do not uniformly fill the windmill area,
but often leave ‘“quitelarge intervening spaces, it might be
thought that the air would be retarded only just where the vanes
are, thus leaving the air between the vanes to flow through
quite unimpeded. Such is not the case, however. Since the
vanes revolve, they affect (though not simultaneously, still at
very short intervals) all the air wi~ichflows through the circu-
lar area traversed by the vanes (annular surfaces when the vanes
do not extend clear to the axis). Of course there is some lack
of uniformity in this periodic~ effect, but accurate calcula-
tions show ’thatit is very small under actually occurring condi-
tions. For the present investigation, we can therefore imagine
the windmill replaced by a perforated disk, which exerts a re-
,.
tarding effect on the air and thereby extracts energy from it.
The tangential forces T and their effect (deflection of the
flow direction) will be here disregarded. We can indeed imagine
l--
~,-
—----..- . .-.. ....--..—-.—.—-.-———
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that a stationary rectifying device is installed behind the wind-
k ...,...-,
mill, to restore the air”‘currentto its original direction. “
\
~, ‘
If the air,mass m flows through the windmill per second
1 and its velocity is reduced from Vl”to V2, there is extracted
‘ from the air per second the energy
L (18)= ,; (V12- V22),
This much energy is available, but only a portion of it is actu-
t
ally obtained, due to the losses involved, espe~ially in-the
above+wntioned wing efficiency. It will natur~ly be endeavored
to extract the most possible energy from the wind, in order to
be able actually to obtain the greatest possible amount of”ener-
13Yl We must, therefore, consider how great the energy L cm
be in equation (18) in the most favorable case with a given wind-
mill diameter D, @narea F. = ~ and wind velocity VI. A cur-
sory consideration of equation (18) might lead one to think the
power L would be a maximum when ‘va = O, that is, when all
the energy is extracted from the passing air. Such is not the
case, however, since with decreasing % ? the mass m of air
flowing through the windmill per second decreases. The more the
air is retarded t“heless air flows through the windmill. A por-
,
tion of the air flows aroundthe obstruction yithout giving up
its energy. In o~der to determine the air mass m flbwing
through per second, we must know its velocity vi. This mass is
given by the formula
m= PFOV1.
:.
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The velocity V! ,evidently lies between the velocities
I
VI and V2 before and behind the windmill.
..
It can be shown that,,.,.
vi is exactly the arithmetical mean of vl and V2:
For this purpose the following consideration will “help. If the ~
mass m flows through the windmill per second and its velocity
is thereby reduced from VI to V2; it then extracts from the
air, as already established, the energy
per second. On the other hand, when the air flmsthrough the
windmill with the velocity VI and thereby experiences a re-
sistmce S, its yield of energy per second is
—— —-
L = Svt (19)
It must therefore be
g (vf- V22)= Svl.
The resistance S must, however, reduce the velocity of the
mass m from vl to U2* Hence, according to the law of momen-
tum
s = m(vl-v2) (20)
<--—..--—.-
------%. .-
IX we substitute this value in the preceding equation and con-
&. 5.
.
sider, moreover, that V12 UV22 = (vl -w) (v1 +v2), we ob-
tain
g (v, - v,) (vl + % ) = m (vl - v2) vt
or
(21)
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We now have everything necessary for determining the energy
for -Y initial.and fin&1 velocities
t have
,..
VI and V2.
m= P F. Vi =,P Fovl ~v2
L
We accordingly
(22)
and
T~e energy L will accordingly be the greatest when we see to
it that
We then have
L 16 P F. V3m~=~~
..
(24) ‘
(25)
Since it is hardly possible, with an actual windmill, to
v’ – 1obtain this favorable ratio — – for the whole amount of air
vl ~
flowing through and since, moreover, as we already know, losses
occur o,nthe vanes themselves, the actual output of the wind-
mill is less than the theoretical maximum value. The ratio of
the actual energy output L to the theoretical output Lrfl=
furnishes a criterion for the’quality”of the construction and
>, ,.corresponds to the efficiency irlother machi-nes. We will desig-
nate this ratio
(26)
Ill} <— --–-— —
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. ,.,,
@s the efficiency. For representing the experimental results,
a ..k-.i.. ,.
a some-whatdifferent v~ue, the efficiency ratio
is customary (Fig. 9). Thereby it must
(27)
be remembered that the
theoretical limit of c1 is not 1 but ~.
% .
IV. Vane Dimensions and Rotational Speed
We have now learned the limits of the output ability of a
windmill anq the preliminary assumption for the maximum power
outputl The next question concerns what is to be done in order
to effect the most favorable retardation % = ~ for the max-
vl
imum output. Obviously, we here have a condition for the size
and number of the vanes, since, if a too dense system of vanes
is presented to the wind, the latter is retarded too much; and,
if the system is not dense enough, too much energy passes unused
through the windmiil. It is not only the area of the vanes
which is responsible for this, but also the speed at which they
revolve. In chapter II the energy absorbed by a single vane
was calculated (equation (1?) ) and it was found to be affected
not only by the vtie area but also very greatly by the ratio,,,.
u/v, that i’s,by its own moti’on. This shows that, in order to
obtain the same result, the vane area must be reduced in propor-
tion to the increase ia the revolution speed of’the vanes.
—.
,..
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l>..-... ,,.,E.quation...(l~)forora ,singlev~e cannot be transferred di-
rectly to the vanes of a windmill, since the vanes mutually affect
;
one another. We now know, however, that this is due to the fact
I
that the wind velocity which acts on the vanes is not the undis-
turbed velocity v, but the smaller velocity vi and that the
output is correspondingly reduced. We can apply equation (17)
to the vanes of a windmill by substituting the velocity V1 for
the undisturbed velocity v. From what has preceded, we know
v+%’.’.that we must try to m~e Vz = ~ and v~ = ~— = ~ .
All the preliminary conditions have now’been stated for
calculating the requisite vane area. A slight difficulty, how-
ever, resides in the fact that the velocity u of the windmill
vane varies with the radius. If w is the angular velocity of
the windmill, then u = ru. We must therefore consider each
radius separately. If, instead of the whole windmill area, we
consider an annular area of the width b and the mean radius r
(Fig. 8), we find the latter ,t~ be AF = Zrnb. For the air
mass m-= 2rnpbv~ flowing through
this area must exert an axial force of
AS= m(~-va).=m~v=
the windmill per second,
2rmbp$v2*
.,,,,
*This is not quite accurate s$nce, during the equalization flow
before and behind the win~ill, the air particles also exert
slight axial forces on one fiother (of D. Thoma, ~lGrunds@tzliches
zur einfachen Strahltheorie der Schraube,ttZeitschrift fur Flug-
technik und Motorluftschiff&hrt, 1925, p. 206.
.
,,
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IZ:,the windmill has m.,vanes of the width t, and if the
——
,,t!.$...1.
m.. .lar velocit-yofthe -windmill-is 0, then, for the annular
under consideration u = r u and ~=r@~-
21
angu-
area
Ac-
cording to equation (1,7)we obtain, after a slight transforma-
tion, while remembering-that AL =AS’v~’,’”
AS = ca~ ntbv12 (2$$ j:(~y
.,,,,,,..,,
By comparison with the above equation, we obtain
, # , . , , , , ,!
The expression & represents the ratio of the vane
.
2r77width t to the interval — between vanes, that is, the
n,
f’vahedensity>11if vie”“mayuse this expression. The second terms
t...
of these ratios do not generally differ much from unity, so
that
v...2
()yu”) appears as the essential factor, i.e., the square
of the ratio of the wind velocity to the vane velocity with the
given radius. In fact, the llVanedensityflis inverselY propor-
tional to the vane velocity. The choice, within certain liin-
*
~~its,-of-the lift coefficient Ca renders it possible to adapt
the vane width to the desired structural conditions. With a
constant Ca? the vane width, for example, would have to be
.
greater toward the hub. Generally, however, it is more conven-
, ,(,,, , . , ,m. ,,., .-- —-,—— —, ——,-—.,.-. —-,-,.. —.--—-,, . . . . . . . ,, , ,.- . . ..- —. ——.——
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ient to leave the vane width
- lift -coefficientto diminish
practically constant and allow the
toward the circumference of the
windmill. Very near the axis, the dimensions according to equa-
,
tion (28) are no longer possible, since Ca cannot be increased
‘beyond a certaindegree and there is no longer space enough for
the resulting vane width. Moreover~ the tangential deflection
velocities, which are disregarded in our discussion, have a
noticeably unfavorable effect. Ordinarilyj the central portion
of the windmill is not utilized, since it could operate only
under unfavorable conditions.
Since the vane velocity r w, for any radius r, is pro-
portional to the velocity U. = R@ of the vane tips (R=:=
the radius of the windmill), the ~lvanedensity!!is essentially
( ‘u) of the peripheral velocity
determined by the ratio $Q = —
~)
of the windmill to the velocity of the wind itself. This ratio
expresses the rotational speed of the windmill. The faster a
windmill is designed to rotate, the smaller must be its “vane
density.!!
A high rotational speed is desirable for two reasons. In
the first place, ‘asmaller vane area is required and the wind-
mill is correspondingly simpler. In the second place, as was
mentioned in the introduction, the transmission of the energy
to the driven machines is facilitated. ‘Most machines require
a considerably greater rotational speed than that of the wind-
mill, so ‘thata multiplying gear is almost always needed. The
1’... — —
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transmission is much simplified by increasing the rotational
.–. ‘,
speed of the windmill. Any great increase in the rotational
l
speed is precluded, however, by structural difficulties.
1. The glide coefficient.- The factor (1 - C% ) which—
reduces the output, has a decided effect as soon as ~ reaches
the order of magnitude ~. For high-speed windmills, therefore,
the vane profiles must be very carefully constructed and must
have a sufficiently low glide coefficient ~ ratio).
( This will
naturally increase the cost of the windmill and offset the ad-
vantage of greater simplicity.
2. Starting moment.- With a high-speed windmill, the requi-
site starting force is obtained through the great intrinsic speed
of the vanes. This effect is produced, however, only when the
vanes really have great intrinsic speed. While the windmill is
standing still, the force exerted on the small vanes of a high-
i
speed windmill is less tilm that exerted on the large vanes of a
low-speed windmill. Consequently, with like frictional condi-
tions, a low-spe”edwindmill
than.a high-speed windmill.
and start again, due to the
will be started by a weaker wind
Since a windmill must often siop
irregularity.of the wind, the more
difficultly staxted high-speed windmill is often unabl~ to util-
ize weak ~vindswhich can be utilized, however, by low-speed
windmills.
— .
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3* The centrifugal forces which a winthnill,in revolving,
,,,
exerts on its support, due to errors
are naturally greater at high speeds
supporting tower and its foundations
“ stronger, or the win&nill itself must be better balanced. Both,
however, mean increased cost of construction~
in the center of gravity,
than at low speeds. The
must therefore be made “
It is probably due to these difficulties that very high-
speed windmills have not yet been adopted. There has, however,
been a gradual development toward higher speed~ The following
Uo
values of ~ are common:
Uo
—=lto2,v low-speed windmills with many vanes (wind
turbines);
Uo
—=2t03,v transition to high-speed windmills (the oldfour-vane windmills);
Uo
—=3t04, high-speed windmills;
l
v
UO*,
—=
. Probably none is in use, though a few have been
v made.
v. Experimental Results
In the preceding chapters we have considered the process of
energy.production and its limit~. ‘Weare now prepared, when
we know the energy output of an actual windmill, to determine
its efficiency. Unfortunately, very few reliable data are
available concerning the actual performances of windmills.
m-
— — — .—
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There are two methods for determining their power:
i. By investigating windmills made for practicsllpurposes;
2. By testing models in an artificial.air stream.
Both methods have great disadvantages. By the first method,
the determination of the effective output with the usual degree
of accuracy in technical tests encounters no great difficulty.
On the contrary, the determination of the wind velocity, on which
the attainable effective output essentially depends, encounters
great difficulties. The possibilities of error are very great
in the measurement of wind velocities, and considerable technic-
al knowledge and experience are necessary, in order to obtain
fairly correct values. Since the energy output is proportional,
however, to the third power of the wind velocity (equation (25) ),
anY error in measuring the wind velocity has a very noticeable” -
effect. If, for example, the wind velocity is measured only 10f
too low, the corresponding efficiency ratio is about 37? too
high. If, however, the velocity is really twice as great as
measured, which is entirely possible with unskillful use of the
instruments, the efficiency ratio will appear to be eight times
as great as it really is. The measurement is rendered s’~ill
more difficult by the irregularity of the wind. Most instru-
ments give the approximate mean vslue of the velocity, while
for the windmill output, the third power of the velocity is de-
cisive. If, for ex~le, the wind has velocities of four meters
—
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and eight meters per second altcrnatingly for equal periods, the
. . .
measuring instrtierit’’ ~oulinddc-titetea mean of about six meters
per second.
In reality,
vtm3 = * (43
an interest
sible, they
From this we would calculate ~ls = 63 = 216 m3/sees.
however, the decisive result for the output would be
+83) = 288 m3/sec.”. Since the manufacturers have
in making their windmills appear as efficient as pos-
naturally use the best of the various test results
in their advertising, and it thus happens that much too high per-
formances are announced in very many catalogs. Relatively good
results have recently been obte.inedin the Agricultural Institute
of Oxford University.*
The second method of windmill investigation, namely, experi-
mentation with models, avoids the great difficulties offered by
the natural wind by utilizing an Wtificially produced air s“~re~,
whose velocity is much more conveniently ad accurately deter-
mined. We i~ust,however, accept the inaccuracies resulting from
the use of a relatively small model instead of
mill. It is practically impossible to imitate
windmill with all its details, such as screws,
an actual wind-
accurately a real
rivet heads, etc.
Even.if this were possible, the forces measured on the model
would not correspond exactly to the ones on the full-scale wind-
mill, since, due to the effect of the viscosity of the air, the
law of similitude for transferring the results from the model to
the full-scale windmill is not perfectly fulfillea, especially
*llAReport on the Use of Windmills for the Generation of Electric-
ity.11 Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1926.
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for small
in making
,.~.,.,,~. .,.,.,,
the parts
...”
parts. The errors, however, are generally small if,
the model, these difficulties are avoided by omitting
,...
which are difficult to copy. Figure 9 gives some re-
sults obtained with windmill models at the Gbttingen Aerodynamic
Institute,* for a very low-speed windmill (a), an extremely high-
speed windmill (c), and a modern medium type (b).
The abscissa represents the ratio ~ of the peripheral
velocity to the wind velocity, against which the above-mentioned
efficiency ratio
is plotted. As regards this efficiency ratio, we know from what
has preceded, that its theoretical limit is ~. In order better
to take into account the starting conditions, we ha,veplotted,
in addition to the efficiency ratio c19 also the torque ratio
(M = L\torque of windmill = ~;. It is seen that the low-speed wind-
,
Uo
mill attains its maximum efficiency at about ~ = 0.9; tIle
Uo
medium one at about ~ = 1.5; and the high-speed one at about
2=3
l It is also seen that the starting torque (for $ = O)
v
of the high-speed windmill is considerably smaller than that of
.,..,
the low-speed windmill.
II
*l’Ergebnisseder Aerodynamischen Versuchsanstalt zu Gottinger.,ll
Report 111, R. Oldenbourg, Muncih, 192?.
Translation by Dwight M. Miner,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
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